appendix 1: basic tool guide – push/pull

P

ush/Pull works by extruding an
existing face, at a right angle to
Push/Pull Tool
the face. In essence it moves a copy
▶ Box with Arrow Icon on Toolbar
of the face and stretches any lines
▶ Keyboard Shortcut “P”
or other faces that are attached to
▶ Extrudes Geometry from an
it. Push/Pull will only work on
Existing Face
one face at a time and will only
extrude at a right angle to the face.
Because its direction is fixed, you
can begin the extrusion, then click on a point on
● Select a face, then the Push/Pull tool, or
something nearby. The extrusion will match the
hover the Push/Pull cursor over a face and
dimension of the object that you click on. Extrude
blue dots will appear.
to a precise length by entering a number in the
● Click and let go, then drag the cursor at a
Measurements window, or snapping to existing
right angle to face.
geometry. Point and axis inferences work with
▶
 Type the length of the extrusion in the
Push/Pull to end the extrusion at a specific point
measurements window or …
or to match the location of an existing face.
▶

Snap to and click on any nearby existing geometry to match the length.
● When using Push/ Pull on multiple faces
in succession, double-clicking a face will
extrude it to the same dimension and direction as the previous face.

▲ Push/Pull extrudes a flat face into a
three-dimensional object.

▲ Click and let go, them move the cursor at a
right-angle to the face.

▲ After the extrusion starts you can use any other object as
a reference to match the length.
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You can also use Push/Pull to make cutouts or holes in objects. As the name implies,
you can extrude in two directions from any face.
Look for pop-up tags that let you know when
you have reached the other side of an object to
create a through hole. Make a hole a precise
depth by typing a number in the Measurements

window. Extruding is a
fast method for creating
three-dimensional objects
from two dimensional
faces, or for making a
recess or hole parallel to
the face of an object.

Push/
Pull
Tool

▲ Snap to the far side to make the hole go completely

▲ Push a circle to create a hole.

through the object.

click on image below to play video ▶ the push/pull tool
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